ABSTRACT. The homology of semianalytic sets may be treated using chains which are themselves locally-finite integral combinations of disjoint, oriented semianalytic submanifolds. The analytic image of a relatively compact semianalytic set, though not necessarily semianalytic, admits a finite stratification into connected analytic submanifolds of various dimensions.
A subset A of a (real) analytic manifold Mis called analytic (respectively, semianalytic) if M can be covered by open sets U for which there is a real-valued function ƒ (respectively, a finite family J^ of real-valued functions) analytic in U so that UnA equals/ _1 {0} (respectively, UC\A is a union of connected components of/-~1{0}~£"~1{0} for some/, g e 3F). A stratum in M is a connected (properly embedded) differentiable submanifold of M. A stratification S? of a subset A of M is a locally finite partition of A into strata Sf so that (A nClos S)~S is a union of strata in SP having dimension less than the dimension of S. It is well known [9, §13] , [7, 2.8] that every semianalytic set admits a stratification into semianalytic strata.
Ay-dimensional analytic chain T in M is a sum of integral multiples of oriented /-dimensional semianalytic strata belonging to some fixed stratification of M. Since the restriction to these strata of/dimensional Hausdorff measure is locally-finite by [2, 3.4.8(13) ], the analytic chain T is (by oriented integration, counting multiplicities, of differential j forms of compact support in M) a /-dimensional current in M. The set spt T, being the union of the closures of the strata occurring with nonzero multiplicity, is semianalytic. Fory^l, the (y-1/dimensional current ar, defined by dT(y) =T A. Borel and A. Haefliger, employing the Borel-Moore homology for locally-compact spaces proved the orientability modulo 2 of real analytic sets and established a formula equating the modulo 2 cycle of the real part of the intersection of two holomorphic varieties with the intersection of the modulo 2 cycles of the real parts of the varieties. These facts are reproven in [6, § §6, 8] using analytic chains and Federer's theory of slicing [2, 4.3] , [4, §4] . The proof of Theorem 1 involves, for bounded semianalytic subsets of R n , a certain stratification and system of neighborhoods built up from finitely many local normal decompositions of Lojasiewicz [9, §13] . We do not make use of the triangulability of semianalytic sets which is established in [3] and [8] . Other interesting aspects of semianalytic sets are treated in [1] , [2, 3.4.5-3.4.11], [9] , [10], [11, §4] and [12] , [9] being the most informative.
Even though semianalytic sets are closed under finite union, intersection, complement, cartesian product, and inverse image under analytic maps, the analytic image of even a compact analytic manifold may fail to be semianalytic [9, p. 135 The proofs of these statements in [7] involve certain semianalytic stratifications, the rank theorem, a cartesian product construction of [4, 2.8] , and induction on the Hausdorff dimension of (J fé 7 . The stratification Sf may also be refined to satisfy Whitney condition (B) [11, §3] . Statements similar to Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 are given without formal proof in [12, III B-C].
We have recently learned of the interesting work of H. Hironaka [13] 
